The purpose of the page is to document the Requisite Report application.

Requisite Report Overview

- **Requisite Report Business Requirements** - includes business rules for display, logic and authorization for the report
- **Requisite Report Technical Details** - includes technical details for the APIs used in the report
- **Requisite Report User Interface** - includes details about the Fiori UI
- **Requisite Report Websis Changes** - A Prereq Report button is added to the Preregistration and Registration Class lists if a subject has a Prerequisites or has an EQSR (Equivalent with Scheduling Relationships) aka 'meets with'.
  - See method check_for_requisites in sfprwcls.sqr and sfprwlist.sqr
  - It checks all subjects in a cluster using a variable that was previously built for other queries
  - We use the new subject structure table subject_tmpl_requisite based on all subjects in cluster
    - If any subject has a requisite_type not in ('1003','1004')
    - Then requisite report button will be available